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Abstract

This paper discusses the assessment of quality of quantitative communication research in light of
the so-called “replicability crisis” that has affected neighboring disciplines. For social scientific
research, it is useful to think of research results as estimates which include error. I propose a
framework suited to a variable field like communication, factoring in all sources of error, for
assessing the quality of research. In communication research, greater consideration of
generalizability is essential, which is at once both a higher standard than replicability but also a
goal that should increase it. Furthermore, more explicit discussion of generalizability may help to
further internationalize the discipline by clarifying the limitations of the large portion of research
conducted within a narrow subset of world cultures.
Keywords: inference, replication, total survey error, generalizability
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Improving the Replicability and Generalizability of Inferences in Quantitative Communication
Research
As the social sciences grapple with renewed concerns over the credibility of quantitative
research findings, it is important for communication researchers to do the same. Although
communication has avoided most of the public embarrassment suffered by other disciplines due
to unflattering replication efforts, this may not last. Even when not in times of crisis, selfreflection is essential for cumulative science. The goal of this paper is to engage in some of this
reflection and offer suggestions for improving research designs and their assessment. In a
discipline as methodologically heterogeneous as communication, it is important to adopt explicit
standards and norms for the evaluation of research quality. Of course, communication research is
also epistemologically heterogeneous; this paper focuses on the part of the field that makes
inferences using quantitative methods from a social scientific perspective. Methodological
pluralism in communication research can be a great strength for answering the field’s many and
difficult questions, but the extent to which different approaches can be synthesized efficiently
depends on common understanding of how to evaluate them. I suggest a framework for
evaluating research and designing studies, taking inspiration from an approach widely used by
survey methodologists. First, I give a brief description of this framework and describe how it
follows logically from this framework that generalizability and replicability are both important
goals for quality research. I then give some background on the so-called “replication crisis” and
discuss its relationship to communication research. I conclude by giving suggestions for how
researchers can evaluate and plan their work accordingly.
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Research Design as Error Reduction
Communication research, when conducted within the social science paradigm, aims to
make data-based inferences. Researchers and consumers of research understand that, according
to prevailing philosophies of science, even well-designed studies cannot remove all doubt about
the inferences one may make based on the data collected (see Kelly & Westerman, 2020 for a
thorough treatment of this topic). In an overall body of work, evidence may accumulate to
progressively increase the confidence one has in a particular scientific hypothesis, but it is rare
for an inference or theory to be taken as certainly accurate in all its particulars. In other words,
“science is about confidence rather than Truth with a capital t” (Kelly & Westerman, 2020, p.
183). My suggestion is to think of scientific claims as akin to statistical estimates; we cannot
create a perfect study, but we can use theory and design to strategically reduce the plausibility of
errors. Much like the process of statistical estimation, one may produce estimates that are known
to reduce the expected size of errors, but one cannot definitively remove the possibility of errors.
This way of thinking about research and applying widely-known principles draws upon the
practices and philosophy adopted in survey methodology in recent decades.
In research on survey methodology, the Total Survey Error framework (TSE; see, e.g.,
Groves, 2004) has become “the dominant paradigm” (Groves & Lyberg, 2010, p. 849) for
planning and evaluating research. Put succinctly, the TSE approach is “optimally allocating the
available survey resources to minimize [error] for key estimates” (Biemer, 2010, p. 818).
Specifically, TSE is about formal consideration of sources of error beyond those induced by
random error inherent in random sampling. There is no single, canonical enumeration of these
additional elements of error, but several appear with frequency (see Lavrakas & Kosicki, 2018
for one such listing). The errors that most often come to mind in this context have to do with
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representation of the target population: random sampling error, coverage error, and nonresponse
error. Another set relate to conceptual issues: construct misspecification, measurement errors,
and statistical errors (i.e., using the wrong statistical techniques). TSE also makes a distinction
between two types of error: variance and bias (see Biemer, 2010 for a figure trying to capture
this distinction). Some error contributes only to variability — sample size (which affects random
sampling error) and random measurement error chief among them — while other sources of error
contribute bias. Some errors related to sampling and survey design can also cause bias, such as
when cell phone users are omitted from telephone surveys. Certain types of measurement error
can cause the resulting statistics to become biased as well, especially but not only when there is a
specification error. The TSE approach also encourages explicit consideration of available
resources (principally money but also infrastructure, time, and other factors). Finding potential
flaws in one’s work is a skill well-developed in most graduate programs, but dealing more
openly with justifiable tradeoffs in the face of reasonable constraints is just as important and
more challenging.
Empirical communication research consists of much more than surveys, of course, so
there are limits to the plug-and-play applicability of the TSE. That said, the discipline can benefit
from thinking in terms of error reduction in the vein of the TSE approach. Indeed, this should be
nothing entirely new to most trained quantitative researchers but instead a reframing of the
fundamentals we already know. This kind of framework is useful for emphasizing the
identification of threats to the overall validity of a study, doing so at the design stage, and
factoring them in within a fixed cost structure. What I propose, in other words, is that one can
think in terms of Total Study Error. When a study makes a claim, rather than making an up or
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down assessment of its credibility, this approach calls for considering the amount of uncertainty
and bias in its design within a general model.
Implicit in this idea is that one can conceive of research findings as parameter estimates
(see Lundberg, Johnson, & Stewart, 2021 for a full treatment of this idea). Just as one can
estimate that smokers comprise a certain proportion of the population of Germany, researchers
can estimate (for example) the causal effect of having peers who smoke on whether adolescents
take up smoking. Often, the latter sort of finding is ultimately communicated as the presence or
absence of effect, but the commonly-accepted best practice across the social sciences is to both
plan studies with an effect size in mind (Cohen, 1992) and emphasize the size of observed effects
when reporting findings (Kelley & Preacher, 2012). It is also common to provide confidence
intervals for such estimates to reflect underlying uncertainty. But just as the margin of error in a
public poll understates the true level of uncertainty, scientific inferences typically have more
uncertainty than what is conveyed by p values, confidence intervals, and so on. An errorreduction approach encourages thinking about the size of effects and the extent to which the
study design allows for accurate estimation of such effects. This includes considerations that are
typically conceived of as non-statistical, like confusing correlation and causation; a study design
that cannot satisfactorily separate cause from effect can be said to contribute error in this regard.
And, as will soon be discussed, this mode of thinking can help researchers consider how to
balance concerns about a study’s replicability and generalizability.
To be clear, what is being proposed here is to simply give more structure to what is often
a more ad hoc process of research evaluation and justification. Researchers need to be able to
talk about contributions in terms of how findings avoid and are susceptible to error. In
characterizing literatures, studies can be treated as individual pieces of evidence, each addressing
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another potential source of error. This is an example of what Shapiro (2002) calls an “evolving
scientific discourse” and “complex analysis of the evidence supporting a claim,” which is “our
most powerful tool for generalization” (p. 492). A compulsion to talk explicitly about target
populations for inference is also valuable given that social scientists often treat Western,
educated samples and contexts as default (Cheon, Melani, & Hong, 2020) despite such people
making up a small portion of the world population (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). In
communication, quantitative research appears to be the most likely to decontextualize findings
(Walter, Cody, & Ball-Rokeach, 2018), perhaps contributing to the relatively poor representation
of non-Western authors in the research record (Chakravartty, Kuo, Grubbs, & McIlwain, 2018).
If one’s goal is to generate findings broadly applicable to humanity, then findings from or about
the Global South, for instance, should not be treated as either unjustifiably non-generalizable nor
duplicative of research conducted in or focused on places like the United States.
Replicability and Generalizability
It may not be obvious how the idea of taking an error-reduction approach to research
design relates to replication, a topic of growing importance in the social sciences. In this
discussion, replication refers to efforts to exactly reproduce the procedures of a study in order to
compare the results of the replication with the original. When it comes to this kind of replication,
making the procedures, measurements, and context as similar as possible to the original is a
virtue. Consistent with sampling theory, replications give some insight into the uncertainty of an
observed result. Each time a replication gives a similar result to previous studies, it suggests
those procedures produce estimates that are consistent. Low variability of results does not
guarantee a lack of error in the underlying scientific inference one makes, but it does provide
evidence against the source of error being randomness. Of course, there are ways to anticipate
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the replicability of a study without performing a replication, such as by considering the design’s
statistical power. Well-executed replications are always informative, however, since replicabilityenhancing design decisions are based on assumptions — such as how statistical power is based
on the expected effect size. Other issues, such as the quality of measurement, also affect
replicability without being explicitly factored into most power calculations. Replicable findings
are not necessarily correct; the design being reproduced may still be vulnerable to important
errors. For instance, an experimental stimulus may lack construct validity despite reliably
producing an empirically observed effect. Regardless, designing studies to give confidence that
the results would be approximately equal if the procedures were performed again is an exercise
in error reduction.
A group known as the Open Science Collaboration (OSC; 2015) attempted to replicate
100 studies sampled from 3 top psychology journals published in 2008. OSC researchers worked
to directly replicate the materials and methods of the originals, involving the original authors for
advice whenever they were willing. Ultimately, only 36% of studies had the replication also
obtain a result with p less than .05. A more generous threshold yielded a 47% replication rate. No
effort comparable to the OSC’s has (yet) been attempted for communication research, but
problems with replicability have not been isolated to psychology. A more recent replication effort
(Camerer et al., 2018) selected all social science experiments published in Science and Nature
meeting certain criteria between 2010 and 2015. Depending on the standard applied, estimates of
replication range from 57% to 67% for the 21 studies replicated. A similar effort in experimental
economics (Camerer et al., 2016) yielded a replication rate between 61% and 78%, depending on
the metric. A field that likely carries more institutional prestige than any of the aforementioned,
cancer biology, had a mere 11% success rate in an attempt to replicate 53 “landmark” studies
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(Begley & Ellis, 2012). Likewise, after large heart disease clinical trials were required to preregister their studies, the proportion with a statistically significant benefit on the primary
outcome dropped to 8% from 57% prior to the requirement (Kaplan & Irvin, 2015).
There is little reason to believe that research in communication is much better situated
than neighboring disciplines when it comes to replicability (Dienlin et al., 2021), although it
should be said that large-scale replication efforts in other fields have been largely restricted to
experimental research and nonprobability samples, a set of design features which only
characterizes around half of quantitative communication studies (Erba, Ternes, Bobkowski,
Logan, & Liu, 2018). Keating and Totzkay (2019) recently studied the prevalence of replication
attempts in the field of communication; they found that although studies claiming to be
replications were common (comprising 1 in 7 manuscripts across several journals), they were
typically “conceptual” replications which do not reproduce the procedures of the original.
Although conceptual replications have evidential value, they are not as helpful for assessing the
replicability of the field. One means to assess a research literature’s replicability from a bird’seye view is to examine the distribution of reported p values (Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons,
2014). Vermeulen and collaborators (2015) recently took this approach to examine research in 25
communication journals in the years 2010 through 2012. Their findings suggest that
approximately 35% of published findings in communication are false positives due to a mixture
of publication bias and low statistical power — and this ignores inferential errors from other
sources like construct validity, external validity, and so on. The estimate is quite consistent with
previous replication efforts in neighboring disciplines, making it a reasonable guess that
replicability in communication research is (or was) similar to those fields.
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An underappreciated factor in psychology’s so-called “replication crisis” is
generalizability. To briefly define terms, for the purposes of this paper “generalizability” refers to
the extent to which a scientific finding is likely to reappear in another setting. The new setting
may be a close replication, an extension into a different sample population, a conceptual
replication with new measurements, stimuli, or analytic method, or some combination of these.
This is distinct from a narrower conception of generalizability as a statistical concept focused
only on sampling (see Lee & Baskerville, 2003 for a more thorough explication of different
kinds of generalizability). As pointed out by McEwan, Carpenter, and Westerman (2018), one
can think of replicability as the weakest form of generalizability; can a study generalize to nearly
identical circumstances? Replicability — that is, when attempts to recreate the circumstances of
the original research generate the same or similar findings — is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for high generalizability. To be clear, generalizability is treated here as continuous; a
finding could generalize reliably only within a finite universe of conditions, such as within a
country, age group, media system, and so on. Such a finding is not a universal law of human
behavior but may nonetheless be a valid scientific finding. A more generalizable finding is one
that is expected to reappear across more of these kinds of settings.
One criticism of the OSC replication project claimed that it may have underestimated the
replicability of psychology research due to inconsistencies in the procedures of the replications
compared to the originals (Gilbert, King, Pettigrew, & Wilson, 2016), such as by using nonequivalent sample populations or modes of data collection.. Another replication project, which
replicated a number of studies in moral psychology in 25 separate labs, found substantial
variation depending on sample characteristics (Schweinsberg et al., 2016). For example, US
samples consistently provided larger effect sizes for the effects that were largely researched in
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the US prior the replication efforts. General population samples differed in effect size compared
to student samples as well. It is difficult to say how many failures to replicate have something to
do with sample variability, given the existence of several other research practices that are known
to reduce the likelihood of replication1. Once it can become accepted that a given finding will
replicate using the same or similar procedures with the same or similar population under study,
the remaining work to do is establishing that the essential finding holds as the procedures change
operationally (but not conceptually) and the populations under study differ.
A response among communication researchers and beyond to concerns about replicability
is the desire to implement a set of practices known as open science (Lewis, 2020). A full review
of such practices are beyond the scope of this article, but they are focused on transparency about
the research process to help others understand what was done to better evaluate findings. These
are laudable goals and advance the cause of reducing errors in scientific inferences. A fairly
modest proposal coming from open science advocates that is not well known but merits serious
consideration for communication research is the establishment of a new norm of reporting
“constraints on generality” (COG; Simons, Shoda, & Lindsay, 2017). Simons and collaborators
propose including a section in each article in their field (psychology) in which authors describe
the target population to whom they believe their results should generalize along with a
justification for that reasoning. This is also a space in which authors can make clear which
population(s) to whom generalization is doubtful or more uncertain. A COG statement makes

1

To be clear, the available evidence suggests the largest causes of the replication crisis in
psychology were a combination of publication bias, questionable research practices, and research designs
with poor statistical power (Vermeulen et al., 2015). But when better statistical and disclosure practices
are established, issues of generalizability will become one of the most important remaining obstacles for
valid inferences.
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generalizability an explicit consideration in the review process, making it more likely design
choices that enhance generalizability are rewarded. Researchers are also more able to guide
potential replicators to choose appropriate sample populations or direct follow-on studies to test
specific boundary conditions. As a variable level field, communication researchers have even
more work to do as inferences are often either about or constrained by social and structural
factors that vary across and within countries. For example, some political communication
research conducted in the United States may have limited conceptual or operational
generalizability to multi-party systems, authoritarian regimes, and democracies with more
influential public media.
Sampling, Causality, and Generalizability in Communication Research
An area in which this mode of thinking can be applied is to the problem of how
researchers can balance desires for generalizable samples with the desire to make solid causal
claims. Although communication researchers may not be great at fielding representative samples
for their research, they are excellent at doing the kind of navel-gazing necessary to establish
these facts. The most useful recent example of this is a comprehensive analysis of the samples
used in mass communication studies in 6 journals2 (Erba et al., 2018). Over the years 2000
through 2014, 51% of all the included studies of human subjects used student samples. When not
using student samples, authors typically opted for other non-representative samples; 83% of
studies overall used nonprobability samples.

2

Communication Research, Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, Journal of
Communication, Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, Journalism and Mass Communication
Quarterly, and Mass Communication and Society.
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Few would argue with the claim that it is better, all else being equal, to have a sample
that is chosen using some form of random selection from a suitable frame representing the target
population of scientific inferences. The norm in human subjects research about communication
— at least those studying mass media — is to sacrifice generalizability at the sample selection
stage. When taking an error-reduction perspective, one can conclude this is sometimes
justifiable. For most populations of interest to social scientists, probability sampling is one of the
most expensive design choices available. With resources limited, as they always are, there are
some sound justifications for prioritizing other aspects of the design over trying to acquire the
most representative sample possible. As a clear example of this kind of tradeoff, if measures
must be taken via fMRI, it is virtually impossible without massive-scale cooperation to do a
study of a representative sample of, say, the United States. The more researchers need from each
participant to minimize specification or measurement error — time or proximity chief among
those needs — the better the arguments in favor of lower quality samples (or more sampling
error of various kinds). As Shapiro (2002) wisely noted, a narrow focus on sample
representativeness can plausibly harm generalizability. As research programs and areas that
require these tradeoffs mature, large-scale cooperation to address sample problems becomes
more appropriate and justified. Developmental neuroscientists, who rely on fMRI on samples of
children and adolescents, teamed together with the National Institutes of Health to launch the
Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development Study, which involves imaging the brains of over
10,000 children who were recruited in a probability sample of the United States (Garavan et al.,
2018). Communication scientists in general would do well to initiate ambitious projects like
these to address research problems that cannot be tackled by lone researchers or labs. In the
social sciences, the American National Election Study is a useful model as well.
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Ruling out the best choice of sample does not necessarily mean giving up all
consideration of sample quality. One way to think about this in terms of reducing inferential error
is to say one may accept sampling error but still seek to minimize coverage error, errors induced
by not including enough of the population of interest in the sampling frame. The difference in
coverage between a student sample and samples available cheaply via vendors like mTurk is
considerable. There are options of varying quality at many price points for acquiring samples,
especially if the study design can be embedded in an online format. For example, opt-in panels
like Qualtrics are not representative but can at least draw a diverse sample. YouGov, on the other
hand, uses opt-in recruitment but uses statistical methods to draw samples that rather closely
approximate probability samples by a number of benchmarks (Pew Research Center, 2016;
Rivers, 2016). This does come at a cost that is usually several times higher to the researcher,
however, compared to panels like Qualtrics that may allow for quota sampling to roughly
resemble some number of target demographics but cannot rightly be described as representative
of any socially meaningful population. In order to reduce inferential errors, explicit specification
of a target population is necessary. This is also a useful cue for researchers as more attention is
paid to the extent to which social scientific findings tested on samples from wealthy, Western
countries may not generalize to the rest of the world (Rad, Martingano, & Ginges, 2018). And
when findings do not generalize, that often means the scientific community learned this fact due
to a failure to replicate.
The point of all this is maximizing the ability to generalize research findings beyond the
specific people and context under analysis. The representativeness of the sample is just one part
of generalizability. If the goal is inference about brain activity, generalizability is less jeopardized
by a non-representative sample in an fMRI machine than it is by asking a representative sample
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to self-report the physiological details of their brain activity. Put simply, if valid measurement or
causal inference is not possible with a given sample, then there is nothing to generalize.
Nevertheless, it still must be said that in either case the generalizability is compromised by the
design. Although on one hand researchers must be pragmatic and accept some tradeoffs in order
to advance knowledge, they still must accept that some types of research will be very difficult to
conduct in a generalizable way. That does not mean one must suspend the normal principles of
scientific judgment because of the difficulty of the topic; advances will simply be costlier, more
incremental, and more tentative. With that in mind, I proceed to discuss some reasons why it
behooves researchers to consider sample quality as a major design consideration.
First, probability sampling satisfies a statistical assumption at the heart of inferential
statistics. Tests of significance are interpretable only as measures of the population from which
the units are sampled. For nonprobability samples, the design offers no quantitative support for
extrapolating even to the larger population from which the units were non-randomly sampled.
Inferences afforded by study design have higher evidential value than those that depend on
statistical models. By way of analogy, consider randomized experiments 3. Although researchers
apply a statistical test to compare the experimental groups on the dependent variable, the
meaningfulness of this test is a function of the design. The same pattern of results might occur if
assignment to groups was decided on some non-random basis — after all, the intervention(s) will
still have the same effect — but the non-random assignment introduces uncertainty about how to
interpret the statistical results. The typical experimental researcher would likely find assurances
about the similarity of non-randomly assigned groups on demographic or attitudinal attributes to

3

(2017).

This comparison is explained in more technical detail by Mercer, Kreuter, Keeter, and Stuart
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be a cold comfort when considering the overall evidential value of an experiment. The threat to
the internal validity of statistical inferences from quasi-experiments is conceptually equivalent to
the threat to generalizability of statistical inferences from nonprobability samples. Threats,
however, are just that: a potential problem, not a complete invalidation.
Concerns about low-quality samples are not new. The most obvious concern with student
samples in particular is that they may be quite different from the true population of interest on a
number of relevant attributes (Henry, 2008; Sears, 1986). Average differences between the
nonprobability sample and the target population are not necessarily damning. This is especially
true if one focuses on the direction of effects (a pathology of the way significance testing
dichotomizes results) rather than the magnitude, a parameter estimate that is likely to be
inaccurate though not necessarily biased. More pernicious are unmeasured and unanticipated
interactions, especially interactions between variables of interest with characteristics of the
sample that are greatly underrepresented, overrepresented, and/or do not vary within the sample.
One might assume that problems relating to sample quality can be anticipated at the
design stage, or at worst after the fact. This type of scientific reasoning — anticipating potential
interactions and other issues related to the sample — is the pragmatic solution for learning from
such studies. Sometimes researchers are correct to assume their nonprobability samples are not
meaningfully different from the target population in terms of direction and/or magnitude of
effect, even if the sample is quite different in other ways. This is difficult to know without
empirical testing, however (see Exadaktylos, Espín, & Brañas-Garza, 2013 for an example of
such a test). Caution is advised in assuming that reasoning about the results alone, especially post
hoc, will reliably identify the cases in which it matters. Paul Lazarsfeld’s trick in his review of
The American Soldier is instructive here (Lazarsfeld, 1949). He initially reports several topline
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findings of the study as a demonstration of their obviousness: better-educated soldiers were more
neurotic (intellectuals being well-known for their instability), soldiers from the American South
better tolerated the tropical island climates at which they were stationed (owing to their
upbringing in warmer weather), and soldiers preferred being sent back to their homes over
fighting until the German surrender (they logically want to avoid the danger) 4. Lazarsfeld asks,
rhetorically, “why, since they are so obvious, is so much money and energy given to establish
such findings” (p. 380)? He then reveals that it is because those findings are all false; he
deliberately reported each of them in a way exactly opposite of the actual results to show how
easy it is for something to seem obvious and expected once one has seen the data. In other words,
it is important in programmatic research to establish that assumptions about less-than-ideal
samples do, in fact, hold up.
Finally, a common way of thinking about these issues is to say the goal of some studies,
especially experiments, is to test (usually causal) relationships between variables and that other
studies, especially probability-sampled surveys, are for estimating population parameters. As an
example of this type of argument, Sparks (1995) notes — with qualification — that sometimes
researchers assume “the operative processes producing an experimental result are taken to be so
fundamental that the issue of generalizability appears to be trivial” (p. 277). In a scientific
discipline, the claim that a process is essentially universal should be established on empirical
grounds even if we are permitted to engage in informed speculation about the likelihood that it is
the case. In the realm of clinical medical research, in which it is much more difficult to acquire
representative samples but the fundamental biological processes would seem to be more

4

I omit some references to the differences between White and Black soldiers.
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obviously consistent across people, there is growing recognition of the perilous consequences of
homogeneous samples (Denny & Grady, 2007; Johnson, Fitzgerald, Salganicoff, Wood, &
Goldstein, 2014; Mosenifar, 2007). Realizing that women, racial minorities, or people with
psychiatric disorders respond differently to medical treatments is the exact type of inference that
seems obvious in retrospect but is only just beginning to be appreciated after decades of clinical
trials. A far more modest argument for the usefulness of experiments on unrepresentative
samples is that they “are useful for demonstrating that the human mind can work a certain way”
(emphasis in original; Potter, Cooper, & Dupagne, 1995, p. 282). This is true, but with a caveat:
A null result may be uninterpretable. If something happened in the lab, then of course it shows
that it can happen. But if “nothing” happens, one has little leverage for saying that it cannot or
does not ever happen.
Pitting the establishment of a relationship between variables against parameter estimation
creates a false dichotomy. It is intuitive and maps neatly onto expectations about the difference
between experimental and survey research, but just as doing a survey and doing an experiment
are not mutually exclusive, parameter estimation and relationship detection are not either. There
is growing recognition that science benefits when researchers focus less on whether p values are
one or another side of a threshold (like .05), instead interpreting effect sizes and their plausibility
(Gelman & Carlin, 2014). The statistical models used to analyze experiments are estimating a
parameter: the effect size. Assuming the size of an effect matters — it almost always does,
whether the threshold for substantive significance is small or large — it is essential to estimate
the size accurately. Given the threat of hidden moderators, it is not known a priori whether the
nonprobability sample will differ just in magnitude or also in direction of effect. By way of
analogy, consider whether a political poll ought to be based more on whether it identifies the
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winner correctly or estimates the results most closely, irrespective of the getting the winner right:
If a political poll reports Candidate A leads Candidate B 60% – 40% and the election outcome is
50.1% – 49.9% in favor of A, was the poll accurate? The same logic applies to estimates of
causal effects.
Design-based and Model-based Inference
Insisting upon the benefits of using probability samples does not address all the reasons
for their rarity in communication research. Although part of the reason they are not often used is
likely because their benefits are not appreciated by researchers and therefore not sufficiently
awarded with better odds of publication, there are other barriers. Sometimes a research problem
— or a research budget — calls for focusing on minimizing errors elsewhere and allocating
resources accordingly. Furthermore, as noted earlier, there are degrees of sample quality. To think
about the options, consider the ideas of design-based and model-based inference (e.g., Koch &
Gillings, 2006; Sterba, 2009). The randomization of experimental participants to conditions and
the random selection of respondents to a survey are examples of design features that in and of
themselves provide a means for valid statistical inference. That is, the validity of the statistical
inferences in those cases is based on those key design features. Model-based inference, on the
other hand, involves the use of statistical models and their corresponding assumptions for
statistical inference. This is not to say there are no assumptions in design-based inference; the
assumptions are just about the design (e.g., that the procedure for random assignment is indeed
random) rather than the statistical model. One does model-based inference, for example, when
controlling for confounding variables to try to assess causation in non-experimental data.
Model-based inference is another route to generalizability. In other words, it can
sometimes be possible to use statistical adjustment to correct for sampling errors. The most
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obvious case of using adjustment to correct sampling errors is the use of weighting methods with
survey data5. It would be very unusual for a communication researcher to generate weights when
not provided by a vendor, but the same goal can sometimes be achieved by using covariates in
regression models (Bollen, Biemer, Karr, Tueller, & Berzofsky, 2016). Effective use of
covariates facilitates model-based inference in which sampling error may be reduced thanks to
the statistical model. This works best when the sample is relatively similar to the target
population, but it is not absolutely essential. Sample matching and related methods are forms of
model-based inference for causal analysis in non-experimental data (Austin, 2011). Longitudinal
studies, like panel surveys, often are analyzed using methods that blend design-based inference
(from the temporal ordering of observations) and model-based inference with covariate
adjustments and the like.
What is the lesson, then? In a debate over whether the rarity of representative sampling in
communication research made the discipline pre-scientific, Lang (1996) called for a distinction
between statistical inference and logical inference. In Lang’s explanation, statistical inference is
equivalent to what I have just called design-based inference. Logical inference is basically
equivalent to the scientific reasoning discussed earlier: Using content knowledge and common
sense to make decisions about the generalizability of samples. These judgments may not be as
easily made or supported as one would hope, however. Model-based inference is another
approach that may not measure up to design-based inference, but has real advantages over what
Lang calls logical inference. Researchers do need diverse samples for model-based inference,

5

This is not always an example of model-based inference. Sometimes, probability of selection is
known due to the sampling design and in this case the weighting is still part of design-based statistical
inference. Other cases, like the use of population parameters to generate weights, are model-based
inferences targeted to reduction of sampling error.
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and sometimes very careful and technical thinking about proper model specification, but it comes
with substantial benefits at a relatively low cost. In this way, researchers can continue to guard
aspects of internal validity closely but can conceptualize the generalizability of the sample as
something other than all (representative) or nothing (nonprobability with minimal diversity).
Beyond Humans and Samples
Although the focus has been on studies of human subjects, the principles apply just as
well for other units of analysis. For instance, in the case of content analysis it is becoming
increasingly feasible to generate sampling frames that include most or all the population of
media content of interest. It will sometimes be the case that the entire population can be analyzed
thanks to automated methods; technical or human constraints may require that a smaller, perhaps
randomly-sampled subset of content is subjected to analysis. Platforms like Twitter generally
restrict access such that not all Tweets can be downloaded; researchers can ask and pay for
access to all of them, but whether this is necessary will depend on the context. Given the
computational tools now available, content analyses of news coverage that rely on a single
source (in the United States, often The New York Times) are harder to justify on the basis of data
availability. Even human coding techniques can be scalable beyond small numbers of trained
raters via crowdsourcing (Budak, Goel, & Rao, 2016). Put succinctly, a potential strength of the
growth of computational communication research is that it can greatly reduce coverage error and
sometimes sampling error in situations in which doing so was previously intractable.
The uses of computational methodology extend beyond reducing coverage error. Another
common feature of this varied research area is that data are often behavioral in nature (Shah,
Cappella, & Neuman, 2015). Generating accurate self-reports of communication behavior is
among the most difficult and longest-running challenges in the discipline (e.g., Hovland, 1959;
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Hutchens, Eveland, Morey, & Sokhey, 2018; Scharkow, 2016). This means many studies that
rely on self-reported communication variables are vulnerable to measurement error that may be
subject to unknown biases. Some sources of data used in computational research, like social
media or log data, include actual communications of interest for many research questions and
therefore justify themselves on the basis of measurement quality. This is not to say big data and
computational methods are a panacea; especially for inferences about people, there are often
major tradeoffs in terms of representativeness, measurement of psychological variables that are
typically well-measured by questionnaires, and (usually) the inability to experimentally
manipulate variables of interest.
Another area for consideration is in experimental design. Beyond the randomization of
treatments and the recruitment of samples is the experimental stimuli. On one hand, one must
consider mundane realism, something fairly well-appreciated (e.g., Iyengar, 2011). Furthermore,
in designs in which media are the stimulus, distortions are possible due to the forced exposure
that rarely occurs in everyday life (Hovland, 1959; Stroud, Feldman, Wojcieszak, & Bimber,
2019). If a finding occurs due to exposure being forced rather than the content of the
communication, the error is in the interpreted meaning of the stimulus. A more general concern
about stimuli, however, is whether they are representative of the theoretically relevant stimuli
that exist in the “real world.” To exert the most control over the manipulation and enhance
statistical power, researchers tend to lean on a small set of stimuli in media research. The risks of
doing so, however, are two-fold: one is that the stimuli are not sufficiently similar to the
communications to which researchers want to generalize and the other is that the messages may
be incidentally confounded with one or more other variables (Slater, 1991). In some cases, it may
be possible to construct a sampling frame and literally sample message stimuli randomly from
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the real population of messages of interest. In others, messages may need sufficiently substantial
researcher manipulation that the best that can be done is an effort to generate a diverse set of
stimuli.
Methodological Pluralism in Communication Research
An advantage the communication discipline has over some of its peers is its
methodological pluralism. Any randomly sampled group of quantitative communication
researchers is likely to have the collective skillset for impressive methodological triangulation.
This can be achieved in several ways. If developing a research program that is largely built on
well-executed experiments on student samples, a logical next step is to try to use a higher-quality
sample. Doing so might require some sacrifices to internal validity, but as part of an overall body
of work one can sacrifice internal validity in one study to improve the sample quality in another.
Although everyone would like each study to have as little error of all kinds as possible, doing so
may not always be practical. A smart alternative is building on weaknesses in a piecemeal way as
needed. A researcher might have one study with a strong experimental intervention, another that
improves measurement, and another that at least conceptually replicates on a more representative
sample. Needless to say, when resources are available and it is technically feasible, it is better to
perform the best version of the experiment with the best measures on a representative sample. A
logical way to preserve resources and learn from mistakes is to first do a study in a cost-efficient
way and then add the more expensive components when expectations of success and payoff for
reducing a specific type of error are highest. Adopting publication formats like Registered
Reports (Nosek & Lakens, 2014) can reduce the risk for researchers who worry about null
findings from expensive designs as well.
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An impressive example of this kind of methodological synthesis in a single study comes
from Goodall, Slater, and Myers (2013). First, the study uses a high-quality, probability sample
of U.S. Americans with sufficient sample size for the amount of distinct experimental conditions.
Participants were exposed to a news article as the experimental intervention embedded within the
survey. The design manipulated the topic of the story (auto accident, non-auto accident, or
violent crime) and whether alcohol was mentioned as a cause of the incident in the story. The
stories, within conditions, were randomly selected from a representative sample of U.S.
newspapers that had been content-analyzed to select relevant stories. Other design features
included measures for which self-reports are likely to be valid (emotion, policy attitudes) and
manipulation checks. Overall, the study could boast of multi-pronged design-based inference:
The sample was a probability sample of a theoretically meaningful target population, the stimuli
were randomly sampled from the population of media available to the human population, and the
stimuli were administered in the context of a randomized experiment. The research team was
rewarded with several strong statistical results — many would pass muster even under the most
stringent redefinitions of statistical significance — and are further bolstered by the design which
does not require the subjective hedging one must engage in when the design is of lower quality.
Thanks to the sample size, the null results are informative as well because they are estimated
with precision.
Not all research programs will be amenable, either due to technical or financial
constraints, to such thorough methodological triangulation in single or perhaps even several
studies. Nevertheless, it shows the power of combining the several methodological foci of
communication research. Other possibilities include linkage analysis (de Vreese et al., 2017), in
which inferences are made about media effects based on measurements of media
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exposure/attention in surveys and content analysis of those media. Generally, experimentation
and survey research are also no longer mutually exclusive options thanks to the ability to embed
many types of stimuli in web surveys. Although not within the scope of this essay, many
communication scientists regularly traverse the quantitative-qualitative divide as well, where
deeper and different insights are available.
These various areas of expertise are particularly useful for creating a cumulative body of
evidence that can address many potential sources of error. Of course, that requires the field to
appreciate and understand work coming from multiple methodologies in order to build a
coherent literature. As interest grows in creating the conditions for more replicable studies,
researchers should consider how efforts to make findings generalize at the design stage can
enhance replicability as well. When some sources of error cannot be prevented, transparency is
essential to help the field understand how to integrate new evidence. Overall, prospects are bright
for communication research if we capitalize on our disciplinary strengths.
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